
Eco framed canvas

Short description: Recycled custom canvas print with picture frame made from
sustainably sourced wood

Long description: Turn plastic waste into profit with our eco framed canvas. Made from
recycled plastic bottles recovered from plastic-polluted beaches,
these framed canvas prints are perfect for eco-conscious sellers as
well as customers looking to shop more sustainably. 

Available to order in four sizes in both square and rectangular
formats, your image is recreated using our 12-colour Giclée printing
process for long-lasting vibrancy, depth and richness. Each custom
canvas print is framed by hand and delivered ready to hang in a
premium float frame made from sustainably sourced wood. 

Choose from a black, white or natural frame to complete your framed
eco canvas.

Features: - Handmade by specialist canvas framers
- Made from recycled and sustainably sourced materials
- Superior float frame
- Choice of sizes and frame colours 
- Professional Giclée photographic print

Wholesale price: From £17.00

SKU prefix: ECO-FRA-CAN

Manufacturing time: 72-120h

Manufacturing locations: US UK EU

Sizes: 8x8" to 20x30"

Product materials: Canvas, Wood
100 % recycled canvas, 100% wood

Frames: Black, White, Antique Gold, Antique Silver, Natural

Frame dimensions: Depth from wall: 53mm
Face width (frame): 12mm
Face width (gap): 5mm
Base width: 32mm
Rebate depth: 40mm
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Eco properties:

Water-based inks Sustainably sourced paper or
wood

Recycled content Vegan-friendly

100% eco-friendly packaging

Printing method: Giclée, Latex inks

Image requirements: jpg, 300dpi recommended

Packaging: All shipments are white-label, with no Prodigi branding on the outer
packaging or on any included paperwork.

- Rigid, corrugated cardboard boxes made from recycled materials.
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